All listings errors have been corrected in the digital versions of the listings.

**Listing 3.1**  - invalid html
**Listing 6.1**  - missing closing > bracket.
**Listing 6.11**  - missing function(){alert("Hello");}
**Listing 6.18**  - getElementByld not getElementById.
**Listing 9.11**  - Parameters in wrong order should be:
if (strpos($previousPage,"search.php") != 0) {
Listing 10.4 - output of dates should be wrapped in a date_format() function
date_format($this->birthDate,'d M Y') and date_format($this->deathDate,'d M Y')
**Caption for Listing 10.8** references Listing 10.8 instead of Figure 10.8
**Caption for Listing 11.26**: typo. Should read:
Using transactions (mysql extension)
**Listing 11.29** Missing Closing ) bracket. Should read:
```php
default($pdo) >>> setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);
```
**Listing 11.29** Last three lines have bad HTML tags. Should read:
```html
</table>
</body>
</html>
```
**Listing 12.12** Missing code to select option. <- Not an error technically, but a best practice enhancement.
```php
<option value="1" Choose a country?option>
<option value="1" ?>Canada</option>
<option value="2" ?>France</option>
<option value="3" ?>Germany</option>
<option value="4" ?>United States</option>
```
**Listing 13.4**  - extra semicolon in serialize() function. should be
```php
"works" => $this->artworks
```